
 

Nokia Sl3 Logger V.1.06

1.750, with star and heart icons, some nasty code magic and more...I now have a version of the Smartphone logger v 1.00 which is running on the ZTE Aliante. (It is not as useful as it is pretty of course, but it is running on a real smartphone!)Let me know what you think! 7 Mar 20091.750, with
star and heart icons, some nasty code magic and more...I now have a version of the Smartphone logger v 1.00 which is running on the ZTE Aliante. (It is not as useful as it is pretty of course, but it is running on a real smartphone!)Let me know what you think! 17 Jul 20081.750, with star and
heart icons, some nasty code magic and more...I now have a version of the Smartphone logger v 1.00 which is running on the Vodafone cell phone (thanks for the heads up and the test reports!).Let me know what you think! 1.667, is that this version?I now have a version of the Smartphone

logger v 1.00 which is running on the Vodafone cell phone. (It is not as useful as it is pretty of course, but it is running on a real smartphone!)Let me know what you think! Yes, yes, there were some solder bridges: but if youve followed the links in the first three posts of this series, you will have
the solder right. The software should run with both the Nokia 5110 and the Nokia 5110-19, and the display functions just as it did in nokia5110_logger . The other items in the software were useful for troubleshooting, too: I could see how the sensors could be reset, and why the scrolling text

didnt scroll: both were easy to find with the blinking LEDs.
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